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Family
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Family

NORTON 3 seater Glide Sofa
A-194 B-108 C-50 D-75 E-44

The NORTON family. Choose from all the 8 Matrix Functions, whether it is a Swivel
Chair, a 2 or 3 seater Recliner Sofa, 2 or 3 seater Glide sofa, Recliner chair and a
matching adjustable box stool. NORTON features as standard wood trim on the
chairs and glide sofas.

NORTON
Swivel Chair

NORTON 2 seater
Recliner Sofa

NORTON
2 motor Lift

A-87 B-107 C-50 D-80 E-45 A-143 B-110 C-52 D-86 E-46 A-84 B-110 C-49 D-94 E-48

The MAGNUM Family offers you a choice of 8 Matrix chair functions, as well as a 2 and a 3 seater glide
sofa and a 2 and 3 seater recliner sofa. Along with a matching adjustable footstool. All back cushions
feature the adjustable headrest function. Choose your show wood frame in any of our 12 stained beech
colours, or alternatively lacquered or oiled oak finish.

NORTON
Box Stool

MAGNUM
Recliner Chair

MAGNUM 3 seater
Glide Sofa

MAGNUM
Zero Wall

MAGNUM
Box Stool

A-48 B-47 D-45

A-84 B-104 C-62 D-80 E-48

A-196 B-101 C-50 D-80 E-46

A-81 B-109 C-49 D-93 E-46

A-51,5 B-43 D-50

Stain colours

THE COVER STORY
One of the major advantages of the ELANO Matrix product ranges is the extensive range of leather,
fabrics and stain colours, allowing you to furnish your home environment to your requirements.
Leather
Choose among 15 colours of the Batick heavy use corrected grain quality,
or 20 colours of the Paloma softer and respiration active semi-aniline leather.

ELANO EUROPE AS
Tynesfabrikken - N-6230 Sykkylven
Norway
Phone: + 47 70 24 53 00
Fax:
+ 47 70 24 53 01
E-mail: office@elano.no
www.elano.no

ELANO FURNITURE LTD
Tougher Business Park,
Newhall, Naas, Co. Kildare, Ireland
Phone: + 353 45 48 71 45
Fax: + 353 45 48 71 48
E-mail: office@elano.ie
www.elano.ie

Choose among 12 stain colours for the OXFORD and
NORTON Family products.

the ultimate
recliner choice
my choice of
design, function
and cover

Fabrics
We offer a very big choice of fabrics of different designs and colours,
including micro fibre ranges, velvets and chenille woven fabrics.
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Years

Warranty

• 5 years on frames and construction
• 2 years on motors and recliner mechanism
• 1 year on fabric and leather cover.
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www.elano.no

6 DESIGNS x
8 FUNCTIONS =
48 MODELS

R

www.elano.no

CHOOSE ANY DESIGN
WITH
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EAGLE

with a passion for comfort

Glide Chair

Push Recliner

Syncron Motorised Recliner
Syncron Motorised Recliner is operated by
a hand controller and motor, stopping in any
position you want, also positions between
the TV position and the Sleep position.The
two button handset includes a Key Lock
function as a safety measure, and it is very
easy to operate.
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Dimensions
A-82 B-108 C-51 D-84 E-46

The Push recliner is operated by a very light
push to the back of the chair, the footrest
pops out, as the back reclines into the TV
position. A much harder push brings the
recliner to the full Sleep position.
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Syncron Motorised Recliner

8 FUNCTIONS:
Smoothly glides to your desired position
by a push to the back of the chair.
An adjustment screw under the seat adjusts
the amount of friction applied to the glide
system. A matching footstool is available to
all chair designs, and provides vital leg
support for increased comfort.
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CHELSEA

Glide Chair

The EAGLE Glide Chair and EAGLE Syncron recliner is a modern “EAGLE Chair”, in fabric
or leather. The functions are explained in points 1 and 2 (left). EAGLE is also available
in all the other Matrix functions 3-8. It features an adjustable flexi neck pillow as standard.
Functions 4 to 8 all feature a chaise seat to footrest design for comfort and safety.

VALENTINE

Zero Wall Swivel

CHELSEA Syncron Motorised Recliner functions are explained in point 3 (left).
The CHELSEA design is rather modern, with a balanced and very comfortable
Wing inspired back. Chelsea is suitable for both fabric and leather. Functions 4-8
all features the chaise seat design, providing extra comfort and safety.
Dimensions A-82 B-108 C-48 D-84 E-48

FANTASY WING

Glide

Zero Wall
The built in footrest is operated by a handle, which also can be used to move the
footrest back into place. When the footrest
is out, the back can be reclined by a little
push to the back cushion, to the TV or
Relax positions.The main feature is, it can be
put much closer to the wall.
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Swivel Glider
This is a "Glider" or "Rocker" Recliner with a
swivel function. It “rocks” back and forward
on smooth hinges, The Handle operates the
footrest. Note! The “rocking function” stops
when the footrest is out, and the back can
then be reclined to a full relaxed position.
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The Main features of the VALENTINE Zero Wall Swivel are explained under point 5 (left).
VALENTINE Design can be produced in all 8 options / function described.This product
features an adjustable flexi neck pillow as standard, and a built in manual adjustment of the
headrest. Functions 4 to 8 all feature a chaise seat to footrest design for comfort and safety.
Dimensions A-84 B-111 C-53 D-89 E-48

FANTASY Glide function are explained in point 1. FANTASY
features a modern and clean design, suitable for fabric as well as for leather. Functions
4 to 8 all feature a chaise seat to footrest design for comfort and safety.
Dimensions A-84 B-109 C-53 D-89 E-47

NORTON

MAGNUM

2 Motor Lift

8 functions
Moulded foam in seats and back
Strong metal frame construction
Large choice of fabric and leather
Two design linked to sofa functions
Built in security
Quality and Warranty

6 DESIGNS x
8 FUNCTIONS =
48 MODELS

Dimensions:
A-Width
B-Height
C-Seat Debt
D-Total Debt
E-Seat Height

Offers 3 functions; (1) Moves the footrest
out. (2) By holding on to the button, it goes
smoothly to a Relax position, although not
horizontal. (3) When fully upright, it goes
slowly to the Lift Position. The two button
handset includes a Key Lock function as a
safety measure.
(2)

6 modern designs

my choice of
design, function
and cover

1 Motor Lift

1 motor lift

(1)

Extreme comfort

the ultimate
recliner choice

Zero Wall Swivel
This is a Zero Wall Glide recliner, like above,
but with an additional built in Swivel function on the base of the chair, which adds
about 2,5 cm to the seat height of the
recliner.The Zero Wall Swivel needs slightly
more space in the room, as the swivel
rotates 360 degrees.

Made by

B

(3)

E

A
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2 motor lift
One motor operates the back independently from the footstool. (Two buttons).The
back almost goes to a fully horizontal sleep
position. The 2nd motor is operating the
footrest and the lift action (Two buttons).
It comes with a 4 button handset, with
a Key Lock function option, as a safety
measure.
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The NORTON 2 Motor Lift function and other model options are explained in point 8
(left).The NORTON features an advanced and comfortable back cushion. It has a built
in manual adjustment of the headrest. Functions 4-8 all feature a chaise seat to footrest
design for comfort and safety. It is available as an option with a wood rail under the arms,
and is part of the NORTON Sofa Family.
Dimensions A-84 B-110 C-49 D-94 E-48

The Main features of the MAGNUM 1 Motor Lift are explained under point 7 (left).
The MAGNUM Design can be produced in all 8 options / function described. It is part
of the MAGNUM sofa collection. These products main features are the fully adjustable
headrests. A choice of 12 stain colours on the beech wooden frame or in Oak oiled or
lacquered. Dimensions A-81 B-109 C-49 D-93 E-48

All dimensions which are referred
to, are valid for the product as
displayed above.The dimensions for
other models of the same design
will often be different for a different
function. Generally the Glide Chair
is smaller in debth, width then a
recliner, while models with function
4 to 8 are even deeper and wider.
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